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Be Sure To Visit “The Affiliate Power-House”

Building Influence With Free Membership Sites
Quickly & Easily Build Your Online Influence With Membership Sites
Step – By - Step!

LEGAL NOTICE:
The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the creation of this report,
notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or represent at any time that the contents within
are accurate due to the rapidly changing nature of the Internet.
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this publication, the Publisher
assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or contrary interpretation of the subject matter
herein. Any perceived slights of specific persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional.
In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees of income made.
Readers are cautioned to reply on their own judgment about their individual circumstances to act
accordingly.
This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting or financial advice. All
readers are advised to seek services of competent professionals in legal, business, accounting, and
finance field.

You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading.
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Why Build Free Membership Sites?
What’s not to like about a free membership site?
Internet marketers, email marketers, and Internet entrepreneurs of all stripes are quickly finding the
many, many advantages to opening a free membership site for their customers and potential
customers. Even savvy and well-established Internet marketers who have paid membership sites are
jumping on the free membership site bandwagon because they can see the obvious advantages.
Paid membership sites are most usually limited to a specific number of members. This means that
marketing is limited to that specific number. Limiting marketing possibilities is never a positive
thing no mater what products or services are being promoted.
Of course, there are obvious reasons for limiting paid membership site memberships but the fact
remains that a free membership site can be operated right along side a paid membership site and
there is never any reason at all to limit the memberships available to a free site.
Three to six months is about the duration of a paid membership to most membership sites
according to many paid membership site owners. Three to six months isn’t very long in terms of
Internet marketing. Once a paid member drops his membership, the site owner must then replace
him and that can get expensive.
On the other hand, membership cancellations at free membership sites are easily and cheaply
replaced. Marketing to the members of a free membership website is absolutely unlimited. You can
continue to market to free membership site members for as long as you want to. Free membership
sites are easy to run and they cost almost nothing and yet the owner is supplied with an almost
unlimited number of customers and potential customers to market all kinds of products and services
to.
Let’s face it: Every Internet marketer must now have an opt-in mailing list in order to send bulk
marketing emails. That’s the law that went into effect with the passage and implementation of the
CAN SPAM act. There is nothing anybody can do about it. If you send bulk marketing emails
without the express consent of the recipients, you are subject to very heavy fines and the very real
possibility of having your Internet business closed down altogether.
So... why limit your mailing list to just a paid membership site? Why not build a free
membership site and gain an unlimited number of names and email addresses to which you have
the legal right to send marketing emails? There simply is not satisfactory reason for NOT having a
free membership site...at least not one that I can see.
Free membership sites are easy to set up and easy to operate. Of course, there must be fresh and
timely content but that’s a lot easier (not to mention cheaper) than constantly having to run PPC
campaigns or paying for advertising in related E-zines to attract members to your opt-in list and
thus gain their permission to market products and services to them.
We all know that visibility on the Internet is one of the basic keys to successful marketing. Getting
visibility is one of the hardest tasks that most Internet marketers face from the inception of a
marketing idea.
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All Internet marketers well understand the value of writing and marketing articles and E-Books,
posting to blogs and forums that belong to others and doing PPC campaigns, as well as, exchanging
links and paying for advertising in E-zines and newsletters.
With a free membership website, you can almost guarantee yourself, not only a long list of
customers and potential customers but that others will be willing to pay YOU for
advertisements on your free membership sites and advertisements in the newsletters that you
send to your very impressively long list.
The shoe will be on the other foot, so to speak. Other marketers will be begging you to download
and post articles and E-Books which they have written trying to gain that coveted Internet
visibility.
Influence is another sought after and enviable facet of Internet marketing. When an Internet
marketer gains influence over even a small group of consumers, they have a great deal influence
among other Internet marketers, as well. When that pool of consumers is really large, a marketers
influence with other marketers increases in direct proportion to the number of consumers that he has
influence over.
With a free membership site, an Internet marketer gains access to an unlimited number of potential
customers in his niche marketing area. By keeping his content fresh and timely he will gain
influence over the purchases that the members of his free membership make and even when they
make purchases and from whom. This is commonly known as ‘clout’.
Paid membership sites usually have limited memberships. If the membership isn’t limited by the
marketer, it is limited by the number of people who are willing to pay an annual membership fee...
and that number for any niche market IS a limited number.
On the other hand, a free membership site that allows interaction between the owner, as well as,
with other members is affordable by everybody who might even be remotely interested in the
products and services that the enterprising Internet marketer will be offering to his list.
The cost to members is a big fat zero and it just can’t get any cheaper than then. Those who might
well want to join a paid membership site but either don’t think they can afford it or simply don’t
want to spring for the membership fees will certainly be able to join a free membership site.
Many Internet marketers who have paid membership sites also have free membership sites. Often
those free sites are made up on customers or potential customers who will eventually become
members of the paid membership site so it becomes a win/win situation for all concerned.

The bottom line here is that there is simply no reason NOT to build a free
membership website no matter what niche market you are in.

You will have the potential of building an extensive opt-in list and there simply is no
other way that is as easy or as cost effective out there!
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What You Need Before Getting Started:
Building a free membership website is just about as easy as falling off a log...well, maybe not quite
that easy...but it IS easy. There are so many associated advantages to having a free membership site
that the little bit of trouble and expense will be well worth the time and effort that are required.
To get started on building your free membership website you are going to need some tools. The first
thing that you will need to secure is a web hosting service. There are actually two web hosting
services that are excellent, reasonably priced and effective. You will have choices to make when
you visit either of these two websites.

Web Hosting:
Host Gator:
You will see that there are several choices of servers ranging in price from a measly $6.95
per month to a whopping $174.95 per month. The service that will most likely serve your
needs for a very long time can be found under the fist choice of ‘Personal Hosting’. When
you click on the ‘learn more’ link, you will see that there are several choices beginning with
a ‘hatchling’ account and all the way up to a Semi-dedicated account. The one that will most
likely serve your needs though is the 'Baby' account with unlimited bandwidth and unlimited
domains. At the time of writing this is just $6.36 per month. Check Here!
Domain Names:
Now you must have a domain name. Domain names are very specific and completely
unique. When you type in a domain name, your computer takes you to that website and
ONLY to that website. To start with you should think up several possibilities for your
domain name. Using your own name in the domain name will make it easier to find one that
hasn’t already been taken. You aren’t very likely to find the simplest ones to be available so
you are going to have to get a bit creative. There are others, of course, but Hostgator is
super-reliable so there really is no need to look elsewhere. Some Guru's used to recommend
seperating the domain from the hosting, but technology has advanced so much now that a
Hosting account like Hostgator is really all you'll ever need.
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Membership Software:
If you are going to have a membership website, then you should have the most reliable and
simple software that will accomplish that. Probably the best on the market at present is the
WishList Member Plugin Here!
It works in harmony with WordPress, probably the finest platform for blogs and websites to
date. Bringing the world of website creation to even the most technically inept amongst us.
Go there, watch the video and see just how complete and easy it is.

Theme and Content:
As with every website, there must be a theme as well as content. There is a saying among
Internet marketers that, “Content is King” and that’s pretty accurate. The only way that you
can keep members visiting even a free membership site is to keep it constantly updated and
loaded with fresh and relevant content that pertains to the theme of your site.
There are many ways to get good content. There are article banks where you can download
free articles for reprint. There are sites where you can get PLR material that will provide
good website content. You can also hire ghostwriters to write fresh content.
One of the very best and 'safest' places to get your PLR material is at Tiffany Dow's
PLR Content Store. (That isn't an affiliate link)

Blogs or Forums:
Most hosting services have included a utility called Fantastico. This feature allows you to
set up a blog or forum on your membership site. In addition you can install such things as
customer support, content management systems, polls and a host of other things. You really
need to poke around in your hosting service to see what all is available.
Okay, that’s about it. You need a hosting service, a domain name registered, membership
software, a theme and website content, a blog or forum and maybe a Helpdesk.
This will be enough to get your free membership website off of the launch pad.
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Building A Free Membership Site – Step-by-Step:
Free membership websites can help Internet marketers in so many ways and they are relatively easy
and inexpensive to set up that it’s a wonder there aren’t more of them. Don’t ever underestimate the
power of ‘free’! Everybody loves ‘free’. Those who don’t have a lot of expendable income like free
for obvious reasons but those who have plenty of expendable income LOVE ‘free’... maybe that’s
why they have so much expendable income.
The fact is that people who are surfing the Internet are all looking for the very same thing...
INFORMATION. Granted, they are not all searching for the same information but they are
nevertheless searching for information... and they love nothing better than free information about
whatever topic they are interested in and that is where a free membership website comes in.
There are two major parts to building a successful free membership website. The first one is to
actually construct the website on the Internet. The second one is to get members to join the free
membership website. Here is how to go about doing both of those tasks:

Building a Free Membership Website:
Building a free membership website is pretty much like building any other kind of website with just
a couple of additions.

1. Choose a topic for your free membership site.
This topic should be one that will attract the specific group of people to whom you want to
market your products or services. In most cases you are advised to narrow your topic but in
the case of building a free membership website, it is better to make your topic a bit broader.

2. The next step is to register a domain name that reflects the subject of your free
member ship website.
It is best to keep your domain under 20 characters if you can. Go to HostGator and find a
domain name that is both appropriate and available then secure it for yourself.
3. You need a web host that will allow you to have as many domains as you want

on the same server.
Go to HostGator and subscribe to their 'Baby' web hosting service.
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4. You will need a membership script for your free membership site.
Again: - If you are going to have a membership website, then you should have the most
reliable and simple software that will accomplish that. Probably the best on the market at
present is the WishList Member Plugin Here!
It works in harmony with WordPress, probably the finest platform for blogs and websites to
date. Bringing the world of website creation to even the most technically inept amongst us.
Go there, watch the video and see just how complete and easy it is.
You need content for your free membership website.
The name of the game for free membership websites, as for all websites, is content, content,
content. There are many ways to obtain website content. You can download and reprint
articles from article banks or you can join a PLR website and get articles that are much
better. In either of these cases, you will need to do some rewrite on the articles to avoid the
duplicate content problem.
These are the information and tools needed to build a free membership website (or a paid
membership website for that matter). Now you either build your site or have someone build it for
you. Your web host service will have features that will provide for you to set up a blog or forum on
your website and you will need to include that when you are constructing your website.
Additionally, there are other features that will likely be included in your web hosting service such as
polls or content management systems that you might also want to include in your website.
Hostgator has a host of instructional videos to walk you through every conceiveable procedure.
Failing that, YouTube is probably the finest resource out there. Just type your request into the search
bar and there will be numerous videos telling you exactly how to do almost 'any' task.
The WishList Wordpress Membership Plugin website also has it's own in-house instructional
videos so there really is no way you can mess things up for yourself.

Promoting Your Free Membership Website:
Promoting a free membership website is done exactly the way any website is promoted. When you
build any website the only person that is aware that it exists on the Internet is you so it is up to you
to promote and advertise your site and let the rest of the world know where to find you.
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You accomplish that task while you are building your own credibility. One will not exist without the
other. A free membership website builds credibility and credibility builds a free membership
website. There are several very well established ways to promote a website on the Internet...and the
first three listed here are free.
1. Write (or have written for you) short articles, 300 to 400 words, and put them into
article banks for others to use.
Your resource box will include a link to your free membership website. The same is true for
E-Book. Either write short 10 to 15 page E-Books or have them written for you. List these
E-Books with E-Book repositories for others to use and be sure that there is a link to your
free website on every page.
2. Post to blogs and forums on other related websites after you join them.
Don’t go in like gangbusters promoting your free membership site...that will get you kicked
out. Simply include a link to your free membership site in your sig tag and post thoughtful
and helpful information.
3. Find link exchange partners and exchange links with them.
Since you are not actually selling anything it should be very easy to find link exchange
partners.
4. Buy advertising for your free membership website in related E-zines.
This is a very cost effective method of advertising. The cost of advertising in E-zines is
usually less than $20 and the advertisement is sent directly to those people who are going to
be your best prospects for your free membership sites as well as for the products and
services that you will be marketing to them.

Benefiting & Profiting From Your Free Membership Site:
Okay, now that you have your free membership website up and running and you have promoted it
sufficiently so that you have a very long and impressive list, you are ready to start reaping the
benefits and profiting from your hard work. Your list should include the names and email addresses
of those people who are vitally interested in a specific topic and the products and services that are
associated with that topic. Remember that you want to promote ONLY products and services that
are related to the topic of your free membership website.
If you have set up a blog or a forum on your free membership website, it will be a very simple
matter to locate products, services and information that your members will be most likely to
buy...they will have told you what they are interested in. They have not only told you what products
and services they would be most apt to buy but they have also told you what kind of information
they want. Let’s face it...there really are only three basic things that can be sold on the Internet or
out in the real brick and mortar world...products, services and information.
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That impressively long opt-in list that you have built with your free membership website is an asset
that can’t be valued...it is invaluable. That long list will open doors that have been shut up until
now. So let’s start with joint venture projects that you will now be a welcome partner in.

Joint Ventures:
The most attractive joint venture partners for all Internet marketers are those who have long
lists of people who are the best prospects for buying products, services or information. Joint
ventures can be used to sell any one of those three things. By engaging in joint ventures with
other marketers, you not only have the opportunity to sell to your own list but to build your
list to even greater proportions.
If you own the product or service that is being offered in a joint venture, you, of course,
have a greater opportunity for profit but even if you don’t own the product or service, you
still have a very long list of prospective buyers and you are an attractive joint venture
partner so you will have more opportunities to sell products and services that are owned by
others.

Marketing Products and Services that you Own:
Once you have built your free membership website you will have a long list of people who
are interested in products or services that you own. By marketing to your list, you gain
100% of the profits associated with those products or services. You may already have a
product or service that you have designed or constructed. It you do, that’s great, but it isn’t
the only way to get one of either.
For example: you can have an E-Book written by a ghostwriter that, once you pay for it,
will be your E-Book. You can list yourself as the author and even get a copyright on the
work. It’s yours! You can have an E-Book written for about $10 per page. The most normal
pricing structure is selling it for $1 per 2 pages. So...if you have an E-Book written that is
100 pages long, you will have paid $1000 for the E-Book and you can charge $50 for it.
Remember that you have a very long list. The first 20 sales covers your investment and
everything beyond that is pure profit.
*You can actually have a 100 page E-Book written for less than a thousand dollars but not a
lot less.
There are services available on the Internet that will help you create audio and video
products, as well. There will always be an initial investment, however, when you have others
create products for you.
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Marketing Products and Services that you Do NOT OWN:
You can find products and services that are related to the topic of your free membership
website and of interest to the members of your site on such sites as Clickbank
(http://www.clickbank.com) or Commission Junction (http://www.cj.com).
For those who don’t know...this is referred to as ‘Affiliate Marketing’. You can go to either
of the above listed sites and sign up as an affiliate marketer for products and services that
would be of interest to your list. You profit by making a percentage of the sales made
through your website or newsletter.
Products or services for which you are an affiliate marketer can be promoted directly on the
blog or forum on your free membership site, in a newsletter or E-zine that you regularly
send to the members of your free membership site or through a specific marketing email that
you send out.

Marketing Teleseminars and Webinars:
Remember that your list is made up of people who are deeply interested in a specific
subject. There are experts that are associated with just about every topic under the sun and
those who are interested in that topic know exactly who there experts are. They will gladly
pay to hear what a knowledgeable and well-known expert has to say about a subject that is
near and dear to their hearts.
It isn’t hard to organize a teleseminar or a webinar. Both events can be organized and
executed without a lot of expense. There is, of course, time and effort involved in organizing
them.
Teleseminars are less expensive and easier to do than a webinar. The only thing you really
need for a teleseminar is an interesting subject, a well-known speaker and a bridge line. You
may want to include a recording and then you might want to have that recording transcribed
so that you can sell it as another product.
A webinar requires a bridge line as well as some kind of demonstration such as power point
and a way for participants to access the demonstration so they are a bit more expensive to do
but you can usually charge a little more for participation in them.
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Resources:
The FRED67 Free E-Library - http://fred67.com/library
The Affiliate Power-House for more information & resources relating to this E-Book
FRED67.com is the entry to what is –
A Labyrinth of information + Local - 'Trusted Trades & Services' You Can Depend On.
Socrates - O – Socrates - A Review Of The Hugely Successful WordPress Theme That
Makes Building Niche` Blogs & Websites a Cinche`.
FOCUS – For Those Who Believe Dreams Can't Come True :-)

Remember – Please Feel Free To Save This E-book To Your Own Computer
And Also Pass It On To Your Friends & Relatives.

Thank You – FRED67.com

